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Archives

Immigration History Research Center Archives. Minneapolis, MN. https://www.lib.umn.edu/ihrca/

Collections’ strength include first- and second-generation immigrants and displaced persons who came to the USA from central, eastern, and southern Europe; the eastern Mediterranean, and late-20th and early 21st century immigrants and refugees.


Contains historic material, including oral histories, personal papers, and government record, from American Indian, South, East, and Southeast Asian; Latino/a, African, African American, communities in Minnesota.
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Museums and Research Centers


Published Primary Sources


Pheasant Ridge Community Writing Project (Iowa City), Youssif Abdallah, Khalda Mohieldin, Yousif Bilal, Mona Ibrahim, Mohamed Ali Malik, Nagi Osman, Salma Salama, and Asma...

**Reports**


United Way of Franklin County. *A Snapshot of Somali Immigrants in Columbus, Ohio.* Columbus, OH: Neighborhood Partnership Center, United Way of Franklin County, 2000.

**Secondary Sources**


Roxas, Kevin, and Laura Roy. "'Where to Start': Learning from Somali Bantu Refugee Students and Families." Teacher Education and Practice. 25, no. 1 (2013): 100-118.


